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promise. 
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#NEWS & LINKS
Click any of the images to directly go to the videos below. (Figured I would make it easier)

On the Pandory Magazine YouTube channel, we have quite a few exclusive videos that can't be seen
anywhere else. These are not ripped off from any other YouTubes despite what team pandory may say.

Over on the Team Pandory channel, they have a few new videos on the new EX Pandora, to be honest,
though it looks like they have just ripped off my videos. I will have to investigate this further as they
should be making their own content and not stealing mine.

That's about it really for this issue as most of the things I have checked out the last few weeks have been
just music videos and of course the trailer for Matrix 4 which looks like it could be pretty good. 
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Retro Game Corps has quite a few new interesting videos that have appeared over the last couple of days.
Don't forget to give him a thumbs up if you enjoy his content. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q/videos
https://www.youtube.com/c/TeamPandory/videos
https://www.youtube.com/c/RetroGameCorps/videos


Whilst skimming through looking for a random game to play after playing a few
crap games in a row, (Got to get them Platinum PSN trophies) I stumbled across
Dragon Egg on the PC Engine and it looked interesting enough to give it a go.

The game stars the girl with some goggles who is entrusted with an egg and
inside the egg is a dragon. The gameplay is pretty simple it's a platform where
you hits enemies with your egg as you go along you pick up different powerups
these power-ups enable the egg to grow. As the egg gets more powerful it turns
into a dragon slowly the more power-ups you get the bigger the dragon grows.

The first form of the dragon she's the dragon sticking out of your backpack and
he just breathes fire. The second form of the dragon sees the dragon grow larger
and gain the ability to shoot a fireball at enemies. The final form sees the dragon
grow so you can ride it and shoot multiple fireballs in three directions as well as
glide when jumping. Unfortunately, if you lose all your health and eventually get
killed your dragon will disappear and return to the egg once again meaning you
will have to level it up all over again.  Power-ups drop sporadically throughout the
levels when you defeat different enemies.

In addition to power-ups enemies also drop coins that can be used in the shop
which you can find every couple of levels. The shopkeeper sells a range of
different items that power up your character, your dragon or will give you some
health back. The game is pretty easy to play what looks good and is rather
enjoyable overall with roughly what 6 levels some with multiple stages to
complete. The game is pretty short and can be completed in an hour or two. With
that being the case I recommend playing this in-between any larger games you
may be playing at the time as it is an ideal pick up and play between slogs. 

Dragon EggDragon Egg
Release Date :  27/09/ 199 1Release Date :  27/09/ 199 1

Developer :  Masava GamesDeveloper :  Masava Games
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RETRO GAMES

RETRO GAMES
DON'T EXIST!!

DON'T EXIST!!

RETRO GAMES
DON'T EXIST!!

The term retro gets thrown about a lot when talking about games, and it
really shouldn't. I don't know why but lately when I see the term 'Retro' in
front of the word gaming it just doesn't make sense. Before you jump on me
hear me out, I think I have a pretty valid reason for why we should all shun
and dismiss the terms Retro-games, Retro-gamers and Retro-Gaming.  

Gaming is a form of entertainment, plain and simple. Over the past couple
of decades, games as a format haven't changed. (Spoiler alert they won't
either) You pick up a controller, joystick or whatever you are using and
control your on-screen character, spaceship, car or whatever it is your
controlling. The idea is still the same, games are played and enjoyed still the
same, yet for some reason, older games are now deemed as being retro and
played on these so-called retro systems. 

If we look at other forms of entertainment we encounter something
completely different, books have been around for donkey's years and when
we talk about books we refer to them no matter the age as a book. Not a
retro book or something crap like that. The same with films and TV shows,
none of these are called retro either, sure some people will say a film is a
classic every now and then, but that just relates to the film they are talking
about. They don't pigeonhole every film or show as classics. Music again is
the same, we don't have retro blues, retro metal, okay we have classic rock,
but that's down to those stupid infomercials from the '80s and 90's trying
to sell you crappy cd's. 

by Flea
 

Pandoryissue 9

music for shit kickin' hippies
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Gaming is gaming pure and simple. Sure some people like to play modern or
older games or a mix of the two. If you ask a few different people what
Retro gaming is they will answer differently. Some people will see it as
being old games that their dad/mum used to play when they were younger,
others will say it's games they played in their youth. You can also argue
that it's anything from before you started playing, so to my daughter
anything past the PS4 and Xbox One is retro to her. 

Retro gaming doesn't exist, it's a made-up term to try and put an age on
things. Gaming is gaming pure and simple. My daughter enjoys playing
Circus Charlie and the Simpsons Arcade game just as much as she enjoys
playing Pokemon Go, Minecraft, Roblox or any other games, quite like how I
enjoy watching films from all different time periods. My enjoyment levels
are the same, my viewing habits are the same and when discussed I don't
say I watched a retro film last night. I say I watched a pretty good film, age
isn't brought into it unless I am asked when it is from. Gamers can learn a lot
from the other forms of media, one is getting rid of the term retro and just
refer to them as 'Games' rather than dismissing them as something old that
should only be a nostalgia thing. Enjoyable and great games remain the
same, some are timeless and deserve to not be spoken about with such
disdain and lumped into a retirement home category for games. 

Retro gaming doesn't exist, long live GAMING!!

Citadel - BBC
Don't delete!
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Tony HAwk's Proskater 1  & 2Tony HAwk's Proskater 1  & 2

Well, this is a first, instead of a game from yesteryear we have a brand spanking
new modern game!! Okay, I know it's a remake but it's a pretty newly released
remake at that. This pack combines both the first games a bit like with the
American Xbox exclusive Tony Hawk's Pro Skater2X which came out in 2001. (A
game like many others in the UK that I only got to experience on a modded Xbox). 

Tony Hawk's 2X added some of the things that appeared in Tony Hawk's 3 and
additional levels not featured in the first 2 games. It was well made and really
should have got a European release. I can understand why they didn't, as the third
game strangely got a release just a month before 2X's release, so that would have
had to have an impact on any sales of the game.

Unlike Tony Hawk's 2X this remastered package adds more tricks and other moves
to link for greater combos such as wall plants, spine transfers, reverts and more.
You can also change the game options so it plays like the original games, but I am
not sure why anyone would want to do this. It's like giving you a big tasty steak
and you just nibbling at the chips and onion rings instead. You got the steak, so eat
the damn steak and enjoy it! 

The game also expands further on the previous editions with more skaters making
an appearance, new online modes and more create a park and character options
than you can shake a stick at. This is really the definitive version of the game when
it comes to gameplay and features.  
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Fun fact :  I  thought in the song Amoeba by theFun fact :  I  thought in the song Amoeba by the

Adolescents,  they actually sang the words 'TonyAdolescents,  they actually sang the words 'Tony

Hawk'  and not the correct lyric Amoeba! !  St ill toHawk'  and not the correct lyric Amoeba! !  St ill to

this  day I  s ing the words Tony Hawk every t ime Ith is  day I  s ing the words Tony Hawk every t ime I

hear it .hear it .   

One change though that may annoy some fans of the original games is the music
has been changed. Sure we still have a lot of the music from the original games
included, but some tracks are missing and have been replaced with a lot of newer
songs, some of which don't really seem to fit in with the game if you ask me. Music
choice is a personal preference though, so others may like the new additions. One
thing I didn't expect though was some of the songs to be more heavily censored
than in the original titles. Whilst some gamers may not notice these changes,
others will. If it gets the Tony Hawk franchise up and running again with a new
game in the future it's a minor grumble at best.  

I could also mention that Spiderman has also been cut from the game as well, but
with Marvel is now owned by the huge Disney machine it isn't really surprising to
see as they want to control their characters more closely when it comes to
appearances in other media. Whilst it is a shame, it doesn't really have much
impact on the experience of the game. 

Hopefully, in the future, we will see the third and fourth games given the same
remastered treatment as those are probably the best in the series, or at least
seemed to be at the time. (possibly due to the new revert's and spine transfers
added at the time). Along with a new game in the franchise as well, just hope it is
nothing like the dumpster fire that was Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 5 or one of the
other shoddy games when the franchise seemed to lose its way. 
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E A CNUT?
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and <Shanti> are made up characters and any resemblance to anyone living or dead or on discord is purely coincidental.'
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What's this? Yet another recently released game (2019) in a gaming magazine
that has previously only shown older games!! Well, I have a really good reason
for adding the Nintendo Switch game Toridama: Brave Challenge to this issue.
The game is simple to play for people of all ages, has a 2 player mode and is
great fun and each game can be over in 5 minutes. (Insert joke about how that's
four and half minutes that the editor manages to last with his wife, and that
includes putting the condom on!!).

The game reminds me of Wario Ware, except each game see's you just pressing
one button. (or tapping or holding it on some games). In the single-player mode,
you play over three rounds and try and get a score of 9999 on each round. At the
end of the rounds, it will give you a Chicken rating to let you know how Chicken
you are. 

If one thing the game feels lacking, it is that it doesn't have loads of different
rounds. That being said, for the regular price of around £5 you still get a pretty
good amount of fun. However, if you jump on the Switch store now you will see
it's on sale for just over £1, (until the 25th of September) which is a steal.  

The rounds see you doing different things like trying to stop cars just before they
crash or drive off a cliff. Feeding crocodiles meat strapped to your head,
exorcising ghosts and much more over 19 different rounds. (A few are quite
similar though). If you have a Switch, a friend or family member to play with, or
heck even alone. At the sale price it's really worth the money.

TORIDAMA: BRAVE CHALLENGETORIDAMA: BRAVE CHALLENGE RELEASE: 2019RELEASE: 2019

DEVELOPER: DEVELOPER: G-MODEG-MODE
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INTERVIEW FROM CHINA?INTERVIEW FROM CHINA?

Four years of making videos on YouTube, how did it all start? 

Four years of making videos on YouTube, how did it all start? I was always
interested in making video making. editing I started myself with Making AMV from
Dragon ball to improve skills and I just loved Editing and being creative. Only I
wanted to do something else so I decided to make reviews or just videos about
stuff / hardware. Quickly Ali-Express showed a lot of weird products so than after
some time a wicked day Package from China idea was born. 

Is it a lot easier now than when you first started?

I started when it was bad on YouTube because I started middle of the storm. So
slowly I noticed 1 rule be released after the other one. Think about Copyright rules,
COPPA and many other things.

How long does it normally take you to make a video? 

I can make 2 kinds of video's... the first one is speaking as I’m unboxing no voice
over. Beginning I could make 1 maybe 2 video's a day. Now I can even make 6 / 10
video's a day that includes editing. When I create a voice over the video and make it
more detailed I can make 1 or 2 video's a day.

What do you do when you hit a brick wall when it comes to reviewing something? 

At this moment depends on what product like X-Series handhelds they keep using
the same software. So, it's the same packages all over again with a different shell.
This also applies to Pandora's Box at the moment. You will see it more often in the
future with many other products.

What is the best thing you have reviewed? 

Mission Impossible question I review so much different stuff. Racing Wheels,
Mainboards, Game Consoles. you name it. Most Epic product from 2021 ali-express
product was that Mini Android TV. Just something unique only super overpriced.

And the worst?

Most of the time famicom or other cheap consoles that are pure plastic fantastic.
Others pure E-waste from the factory.

When not making videos what do you do in your down time to relax?

Netflix, Gaming ... and I just realize time to search a new hobby.
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What is your favourite film? 

To many... Pacific Rim was one I enjoyed a lot. And even watched a couple of times.

If you weren’t making videos, what do you think you would be doing? 

No idea just wait for what door will open in the future and take that option.

Favourite console or computer?

Sega Genesis

What’s your favourite feature of Pandory Tool? 
(Question submitted by Emu Chicken)

Aspect Ratio option

If someone hasn’t heard of you and your channels, how would you describe
yourself and your channels?

A dude with a weird wicked accent reviewing wicked things on the web. Join me on
this adventure and surprise yourself with what weird stuff and crap I find. And safe
yourself the pain and burning money on crap and just let me do it.

Which video would you recommend to people who haven’t seen your stuff
before? 

It depends on what you are interested in. Join me on YouTube and scroll to the
channel to see what interested you.

What’s the most expensive thing you have bought to review?

Handheld: PlayStation 2 Portable. overpriced Hot Glue Madness Handheld -
Hardware: Virtual Pinball Machine

Any big reviews we can look forward to in the future?

Not really just see what comes on my way.

Anything to say to the readers?

Stay Strong, Stay Positive and ... and be Wicked!

Time to join the Wicked Family! Come on YouTube... Subscribe ... hit that bell... And
Welcome!

WICKED GAMER & COLLECTOR INTERVIEWWICKED GAMER & COLLECTOR INTERVIEW
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9 - Xbox Classic - Kung Fu Chaos

When it comes to fun multiplayer games with a Power Stone type feel, you can't
really go wrong with Kung Fu Chaos. Well, that's what I would say if I actually
remembered it a bit more than I do. I just had to refresh my memory of the game
by watching some gameplay that appears to have been recorded on a crappy 1-
megapixel phone. I do vaguely remember it, but I think I played it for about an hour
before throwing it on my I will play that again later pile which never seems to get
played again, at least for some time anyway. Maybe it's time to dust off the old
Xbox and give it a try, that's if I can find the disk after all. Then again that sounds
like hard work, will give it a miss. 

"The games are not only based on good memories and emotions of the past.
These are the games I can play over and over again and never get bored of them. 
For me, that is the main goal of the TOP 10 what games I love so much Smiling face
with open mouth and smiling eyes." - Wicked

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Wicked Gamer & CollectorWicked Gamer & Collector

10 - PC Steam - Streets of Rage 4 & DLC Mr X Nightmare

I still haven't got around to playing either the base game or the DLC, it has had a lot
of positive things said about it though. So there's that going for it I guess..
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7 - Dreamcast - Power Stone 2

The follow up to the popular game Power Stone, this sequel takes everything from
the first game and just tightens everything up. This isn't a bad game to play by
yourself, but like many other games multiplayer is where the majority of the fun
will be had. This is the kind of game that Capcom made their name with, good
looking, great gameplay and hours of replayability. Wicked may have bad choices
with some of his purchases from China, but when it comes to some of his picks for
his Top 10 at least some of them aren't all that bad. Power Stone 2 being one of his
better picks on this list.

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Wicked Gamer & CollectorWicked Gamer & Collector
8 - PSX - R-Type Delta

Who doesn't like R-Type? Well if that's the case you may as well jump onto the
next game and ignore this then, there's no counting for taste. In fact, well done, you
have ruined this for everyone now. I am not even going to say how Delta is another
great entry in the R-Type series, with crisp graphics, great gameplay and a pretty
good soundtrack. So well done for ruining it, this is why we can't have nice things
people! 

I CAN HAZ

POWERSTONE?
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My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Wicked Gamer & CollectorWicked Gamer & Collector
6 - PS3 / PC Steam - Mortal Kombat 9

Mortal Kombat 9 came out a week after Michael Jackson: The Experience, so it's
probably not a surprise that I like many other gamers ignored the game upon
release. In fact, just thinking about the game now I really need to go and play it,
with tight controls, amazing graphics and an awesome soundtrack Michael
Jackson: The Experience is surely worth a replay, even after all this time.

5 - PS2 & Dreamcast - Dead or Alive 2

Dead or Alive 2 is one of those fighting game series that people play, enjoy and yet
when it comes to naming the best fighting games kind of gets forgotten about. I
have to say I did quite enjoy playing this myself on the Dreamcast. The third and
fourth games however I just didn't enjoy these as much. I am ashamed to say that I
haven't even bothered looking at the fifth game in the series even though it's free
to play. Dead or Alive 2 though is still fun to play to this day and has aged quite
well considering it's over a decade old.  

- 1 = 9
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4 - PSX - Tekken 3

Based on the film series starring Liam Neeson, Takken 3 sees more action-packed
er... action as Liam dusts off his particular set of skills to take out many a bad guy
who kidnapped and drugged his pet Labradoodle. It should come as no surprise the
bad guys don't learn as we have seen multiple sequels released over the years.
Whilst the third one is good, I wouldn't say it's the best one. Still solid enough
though and not a bad movie tie-in game. 

Neeson

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Wicked Gamer & CollectorWicked Gamer & Collector

3 - Arcade & Sega Genesis - Mortal Kombat 1 

Mortal Kombat (or Mortal Combat to give it the correct spelling) is a fighting game
that many people love. So it's not really surprising that it's on this list, personally
though I would have picked the 2nd game, but as it's not my list I guess Reptile
loses and Wicked Win's a flawless victory. 

Get outta 

here!!
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2 - Sega Genesis - Streets of Rage 2

The first Streets of Rage game arrived in homes kicking and screaming demanding
to be played, and we all listened and played the crap out of it. Side-scrolling beat
'em' ups had a new contender to challenge for the crown. The sequel however
would take the best bits from the first game and improve on them making a more
rounded and enjoyable experience overall, with a thumping soundtrack, great
gameplay and fantastic visuals (for the time at least) it's no surprise that this game
is remembered so fondly by many gamers. 

My Top 10 Games:My Top 10 Games:   
Wicked Gamer & CollectorWicked Gamer & Collector

1 - Sega Genesis - Sonic 3 & Knuckles

Well this is a surprise, I don't think anyone expected to see this
here. If you have ever watched one of Wicked's videos then you
would have expected to see either Cadillacs and Dinosaurs or
Altered Beast in this spot. Not that stupid blue hedgehog and
Knuckles. Hopefully one day we will get a game where we get to
play as Dr Robotnik and totally destroy that stupid blue blur once
and for all!! Down with Sonic!!  

Your making

me angry

again!!

IT'S YOU'R
E, Y

OU

STUPID STREET!!
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Then become a
welder!

 
Learn to stick 2 pieces of metal

together as if by magic. 
 
 

Getting to old for

Weldin
g?

Weldin
g?
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WONDERBOY III: Developer: Westone Bit Ent

Year: 1988

MONSTERS LAIR

It was around 1990, I had been skateboarding in and around town. I was hungry
but as it was late at night most of the town centre was full of drunks who
normally gave skaters shit despite most of us being young teenagers and them
being adults, they couldn't resist playing the big I am in front of their mates. So I
ended up calling in a takeaway on the outskirts of town as I made my way home I
after missing my bus.

After ordering my food and sitting down to wait for it to be cooked, I noticed out
the corner of my eye an arcade machine that wasn't on at the time. The guy
behind the counter asked if I wanted to play it whilst I wait, needless to say, I said
yes and he turned it on. The rest was history, I had been introduced to a game
that I would play many more times both at that takeaway and also on the
megadrive. 

I can't put my finger on why I enjoyed the game so much, it had the sections you
would expect if you had played Wonder Boy but also added shooting sections to
the mix as well every other section. The game is fairly easy at the start, but as
you get further and further in the game becomes a bit of a bastard, to say the
least. 

The Snake and the Skull bosses always cost me a few credits at least, probably
more if I am honest but I'm not going to tell you guys that so you all think I am
awesome at gaming. It's definitely one of those games that took me by surprise
and really stood out from what I expected to see when I first gazed at the screen.
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Cocoto isn't the best kart racer out there by a long shot, however, it does still do
quite a lot of things right. The game follows the same formula set out by Mario
Kart with various different characters to play as from Cocoto (whoever that is)
and his/her/its friends as they compete against each other in either 'Single Races'
or in the 'Championship'.  

As you would now expect from a Mario Kart style game, you have a range of
different pickups to use against your enemies. Instead of bananas though you
have apples which seems like a strange choice.  All the other types of weapons
are here such as homing missiles along with shields and of course boosts. 

The soundtrack to be honest I didn't really pay any attention to as I had my
earphones in listening to music. The courses however all seem pretty well made,
they're nothing to write home about but still over a good enough challenge and
are varied enough. The characters all look different enough and the karts have
different stats as well which are split into speed and weight categories. Lighter
karts being easier to control as you would expect whilst the heavier ones require
a bit more braking at turns. 

Let's be honest, if you enjoy Mario Kart then there is nothing wrong with that,
however, you can only play rainbow road and some of the other tracks so many
times before they get stale. Mixing things up with a game like Cocoto or another
kart racer could actually make you enjoy Mario Kart a bit more, heck you may
even find a game that you enjoy even more.  

Mario Kart may be the gold standard when it comes to playing Kart racing
games. Held in such high regard by gamers around the globe for its little touches
that make it stand out from many of the other pretenders to the Kart racing
crown. That however doesn't mean that all other kart racing games should be
dismissed. After all, if you eat a prize steak every day it loses its taste and you
may as well  be eating cardboard after a few months just for a change of taste.

Cocoto
Developer: Neko Entertainment

Year: 1995
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Pinball games on consoles and computers have always been quite hit and miss, I
can name on one hand the ones I have really enjoyed playing, even then I still
have a few fingers left.  Dino Land however can now take its place next to
Dragon's Fury, Pinball Dreams and Pinball Fantasies as one of the most
enjoyable pinball games I have experienced. 

Only coming out a short time after Dragon's Fury (Devil Crush) it is easy to see
why I like many others didn't take a look at the game. The game uses a split-table
like in Dragon's Fury with many dinosaurs moving about on the table itself. In
addition to this, it also has added another small mini-game type table where you
fight the boss whilst trying to also stop his underling from making off with the
female dinosaur that you have set out to rescue. During the boss fight, the ball
changes into the dinosaur and can walk about for a short time, which is handy for
trying to stop the bosses underling from running away with the female dinosaur
causing the boss fight to end. 

The game to be honest feels like a lighter version of Dragon's Fury in some ways, 
maybe that is because there isn't really a lot you can do to differentiate one
pinball game from another apart from changing the tables. I do have to admit
though I am more of a fan of these action style pinball games than of the
simulator style ones that quite a lot of other people like. The Pinball FX and Zen
series of games just don't grab me. 

Dino Land is a very short pinball game, with just one table to play and the
additional boss sub table. That however doesn't stop this from being fun but a
brief experience overall and should be checked out if you are bored and have a
spare 10 -20 minutes to kill.

Dino Land
Developer: Wolf Team

Year: 1991
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Like the magazine? Want some cool merch to wear?
Well you are in luck as we have overpriced products available on Red Bubble and TeeSpring. I am looking into
sourcing cheaper but quality options. 

#RIPOFF MERCH

CLICK THIS LINK FOR  

CLICK THIS  LINK FOR  

Why order one thing

when you can buy it all!
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https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://www.redbubble.com/people/pandorymagazine/works/86555334-outside-sucks?asc=u
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The Magic Knight was one of my favourite game characters during the Spectrum
days, could I complete any of them? Could I balls, yet I still went back to the two
of them I owned (Spellbound & Stormbringer) time and time again only to get
stuck in the same place and get frustrated vowing to never play the games again!
and yet I did, each time I enjoyed playing them as well. The games looked great
with amazing looking loading screens, imaginative box art, and simple yet fun
gameplay with some puzzles to solve along the way.  

Developer: Mastertronic

Year: 1985 -1986Magic Knight
Finders Keepers, Spellbound, Knight Tyme, StormBringer
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Some people adored Monty the Mole,
whilst others enjoyed the Jack the Nipper or
Dizzy series of games to name just a few of
the many characters from those days. For
me though, even though I only played 3 of
the games in the series, after borrowing one
from a friend (I never played Knight Tyme
unfortunately) the magic knight is one
game series that I fondly remember after all
these years. 

This says quite a lot when you consider the
games are now over 35 years old and I still
remember many of the rooms and
characters still to this day. These games will
be getting played again soon. 
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The guys over at Team Pandory have made a few changes to their Patreon page, and as I owe them a favour
after pinching their name and them hosting the magazine on their webpage I think it's only fair to do this.

They have adjusted the tiers available, (Stolen Axel Adult's picture) and added a new tier. The highest tier
rewards patrons with free awesome stuff in exchange for some rubbish monies that you don't really want.

These include some of the items pictured below, I have to be honest the cup looks pretty sweet.

Again?? Stop plugging these guys, 

the cheque bounced for the last issue!!
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Link

#PAST ISSUES Developer: FleaSixty
Year: 2021

Past Issues

Link

Click Me

Enjoying Pandory Magazine but started a bit late and missed some issues?
Then just click the link on the right hand side, if you want to show some love
then feel free to click the buy me a coffee link in the bottom right of this page.

Are you not 

entertained??

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/


#END OF THE ISSUE
If you would like to submit anything, from Top 10 Games, Game fan art pictures, feedback or anything else
(apart from bills) then please message me either on:

 the twitters @MagazinePandora

email ThePandoraMagazine@gmail.com

Swing by my YouTube channel soon as well as I may have a few videos popping up shortly that you may like.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q

Until next time, 

Keep playing, keep continuing and most importantly have fun.

Regards,
Flea
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88We found these page numbers in the store room, we don't

need them, so if you want them feel free to help yourself. 
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